PARKi APP
MOBILE PARKING

The PARKi App can integrate into both on-street and off-street parking management.

INCREASED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
More people are likely pay for parking when it's more convenient to do so. The PARKi app is design to be fast to download and simple to use. The system includes an in built call back reminder service 10 minutes before paid expiry, with added ability to top up payment to avoid a fine.

PAY BY BAY / PAY BY ZONE
Configuring the system to be a Pay-by-bay or Pay-by-zone service allows one service to work for on street parking as well as multi level off street parking sites. The customer only needs to enter either their bay number or the zone number that contains their bay.

USEFUL DATA
PARKi’s online centralised data management system, brings all the information together, allowing daily, weekly or monthly parking reports. Generate reports by location, customer activity, time of the day, or enforcement officer.

AN IMPROVED REVENUE STREAM
Funds are transferred through our PIC-DSS secure encrypted web server. The PARKi web server records the bay number, payment, licence plate number and the amount of time requested to stay. Information is forwarded to PARKi server where charges are applied against users credit card and receipt of transaction is sent to users phone.

Parking tariffs can be discounted at certain times of the day or special event rates and clearways can be applied easily and remotely. Parking kiosk and meter cash collection and maintenance costs are eliminated.

MAP INTEGRATION
The PARKi app incorporates GPS maps, locating available spaces in PARKi enabled areas, with the added ability once parked, for a customer, to be guided back to their car.

METER INTEGRATION
PARKi operating software integrates easily with CDS and other existing on-street meter systems, providing an additional payment solution and the added ability of enforcement.

ENFORCEMENT INTEGRATION
Throw away the chalk, PARKi provides real time operating software data information which interfaces with third party enforcement software, for transmitting from their servers to enforcement officers. Current information of stay and time is accessible to enforcement officers who can access an e-map highlighting paid spaces and for how long, some spaces have been expired.

DEVICE INDEPENDENT
PARKi provides a mobile phone management system which interfaces with CDS pay-by-plate CMS Software. Which provides real time data for transmission to a third party PDA or mobile patrol LPR vehicle of current paid and overstay parkers for enforcement.

PERMIT HOLDERS INTEGRATION
Council issued residential, service or disabled permits and university permits can operate in conjunction with PARKi.

INTEGRATION WITH BAY SENSORS
PARKi can operate with individual in-ground bay sensors for real time management of a site. PARKi can view used as a payment solution, where in-ground bay sensors are installed.

MERCHANT COUPONS AND ADVERTISING
Add value to the users parking experience with site specific in-app retail coupons and advertising.
PARKi APP
MOBILE PARKING
THE EASIEST WAY TO MANAGE AND PAY FOR PARKING.

SEARCH
Quickly find available parking at a destination and guided navigation.

COMPARE
Compare fees, available spaces and operating times for carparks.

PAY
Automatically pay for parking with linked credit cards.

TOP-UP
Reminder that parking is about to expire with option to top-up.

RESIDENTIAL
Management of tenet parking has never been easier.

ACCESS
Touchless access to gated parking without opening the car window.

QR codes
Scan and generate QR codes for flexible parking on and off street.

Permits
Managed permits and reservations solution tailored for your carpark.

parki.com.au
**PARKi APP**

**MOBILE PARKING**

Start Stop functionality for PARKi. Pay for the time you use. Available at select zones.

**Searchable Zones** - The Nearby zone feature is still available but you can now search for zones by Zone ID, Name or address

**Pay from anywhere** - customers can use the zone search to pick and pay for parking from anywhere.

**Purchase multiple sessions** - PARKi fully supports multiple sessions, so now you can purchase parking for your friends and family while you already have a session running for yourself.

**Easily access favourite zones** in the “Search Zone” menu

**Easier card management**. Click update to add a new card. Menu>Account> payment details

**Auto login** - PARKi will remember your username and password. Simply click the app to go straight to the Purchase Ticket Page. Menu> Settings

### PAYMENTS

Customers can pay for parking using a credit card, via the PARKi smart phone app from the comfort of your vehicle. PCI-DSS compliant. Start Stop functionality for PARKi. Pay for the time you use. Available at select zones.

### QR CODE

Unique one use QR codes can be generated where a QR code entry/exit payment system is needed.

### VIRTUAL TICKET

Counts down available time left to park. Quick access to a map of where a customer has parked & ability to top-up a session remotely. Stop your parking session at any time.

### FIND A PARK

Find all available on-street and off street parking using the PARKi location mapping function.

### HISTORY

View past parking history and download parking payments. Resend parking receipts at any time.

### ACCOUNT SETTINGS

Link a users credit card, and car registration, Manage favourite parking locations, registration numbers, customer details, payment products

---

**PARKi APP ON-STREET METER INTEGRATION**

- **PAY BY PLATE** On street meter with keypad
- **ADD SENSORS** Enhanced monitoring
- **METER KEYPAD** Customer enters car vehicle registration number
- **COINS**
- **CREDIT CARD**
- **PAY WAVE**
- **PARKi APP**

**PARKi APP TOP UP FEATURE**

Customer notified via PARKi app that their session is about to end, with the opportunity to top-up to avoid a fine.

**HAND HELD PDA** For enforcement

**MOBILE LPR VEHICLE** With on-board LPR camera for enforcement
PARKi uses a simple graphic user interface, to make searching and paying for parking as simple as possible.